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The Lord forcibly opened their Niwan Palace, which did not help them in terms of 
cultivation. However, the Lord spent several years, leaving an extremely huge Niwan
Palace array in each of them four.
In addition, the Lord also taught them a mental method. In times of crisis, they can 
open the formation in the Niwan Palace by silent recitation and operating in their 
hearts.
According to the Lord, if the four of them are in danger of life and death, they use 
their minds to open the Niwan Palace and activate the formation in the Niwan 
Palace, that formation can help them realize the death of the body and the life of 
the soul!
Therefore, Jeremiah saw that it was impossible for Jermo to escape from Charlie’s 
hands, now is the best time to open Niwan Palace!
At the same time, Jermo’s heart skipped a beat!
He also suddenly remembered what the Lord once said, once in danger of life and 
death, open the formation in the Niwan Palace. Although this formation cannot 
help them kill the enemy or save their lives, it can protect them A wisp of remnant 
soul!
The Lord also said that as long as this ray of remnant souls is left in the world, their 
consciousness can be preserved.
And their enemies couldn’t detect that wisp of remnant soul at all, and even if they 
did, there was nothing they could do!
As for themselves, they don’t have to worry about that wisp of remnant souls 
becoming lonely ghosts, because the Lord promises to find their remnants in the 
shortest possible time and take them away.
At that time, the Lord will find a suitable body for them, and then help their 
remnant soul to take away the original owner of the body.
In this way, they can be reborn in another body!
In other words, the formation in Niwan Palace is the last chance left by the Lord for 
the four of them, a chance to be reborn as a phoenix and live again!



This huge formation took the Lord several years and a lot of spiritual energy, and 
the four earls were very grateful to the Lord for this. In their hearts, they had the 
formation in Niwan Palace, and they were the ones who had two lives.
However, thirty years have passed, and none of the four earls has really opened the 
formation of Niwan Palace!
This is mainly because they have never encountered any super-crisis of life and 
death in the past thirty years.
Although Jiangong Jarvis did encounter a life-and-death crisis in Cyprus, the 
situation was special.
The three close-in defense guns that killed him were too fast, too powerful, and the
way of killing was too brutal.
From the moment he sensed the danger to his life, it was only a matter of seconds. 
The Niwan Palace that the Lord opened for them.
Moreover, even if he thought about it, it would be meaningless, because he simply 
didn’t have enough time to open the formation in Niwan Palace!
And the current Jermo just happened to have this opportunity!
At this point, Jermo looked at Charlie with a sad smile, and while quietly running his
mind to open the Niwan Palace, he said to Charlie with a grinning smile, “Wade! 
Even if you destroy my body, so what? After a few years,”
“I will come back to life again, and by then, you may have been torn to pieces by 
the hero! But if you are lucky enough not to die in the hands of the hero, then I will 
change my body and kill you with my own hands! In the dark.”
Jeremiah breathed a sigh of relief, and sighed in his heart, “It seems that Jermo 
should not die…”
At this time, Charlie frowned and asked him, “What? Are you planning to come to 
me for revenge after reincarnation?”
Jermo laughed, gritted his teeth, and said, “Wade, it seems that you have not 
mastered the secret of longevity. If you mastered it, how can you not even know 
about the rebirth of the house!”
“Hahahaha, after today, the lord will definitely reshape my body for me, and when 
my cultivation level recovers, I will definitely come to you to avenge myself!”
Charlie obviously felt that the state of the old man in front of him had undergone a 
huge change.



One second he was afraid of death and begging for mercy, but the next second he 
suddenly had a kind of generosity to regard death as home. It even seemed that he
was not afraid of death at all, but began to look forward to death!
And Charlie was not wrong.
Jermo did start looking forward to death!
His current physical body has been destroyed by Charlie and turned into a useless 
person. Even if he survives, he can only spend the rest of his life lying on the bed.
And after the Niwan Palace is opened, his remnant soul will be able to escape. In 
the future, he will be reborn with a young and strong body, and he will be able to 
return to his current cultivation level in a few decades!
Therefore, at this moment, he already regards death as home!
At the same time, his mind was completed in his spiritual consciousness, the Niwan 
Palace was instantly opened, and the formation that had been silent for thirty years 
suddenly began to work like a small universe!
Jermo laughed again and again, ignoring the blood spurting out of his mouth, 
staring at Charlie with a pair of eyes, and laughed excitedly and ferociously, “The 
Niwan Palace is open! The Niwan Palace is open! Charlie! You remember, Today’s 
revenge, I will definitely get it back from you a thousand times, ten thousand times 
with my own hands in the future!”
Charlie didn’t know what he was doing, but his intuition told him that he must solve
it quickly.
So he immediately shouted “Thunder!”
Lightning as thick as an arm suddenly fell from the sky, directly striking Jermo’s 
skycap!
Charlie hadn’t let thunder does its best before, but this time, he was already 
determined to kill him!
With Jermo’s current state, this thunderbolt will definitely make him die on the 
spot!
But the strange thing is that when the astonishingly powerful thunder struck Jermo 
directly on the top of his head, it didn’t hurt him at all!
Charlie frowned at the moment, and he suddenly discovered that there seemed to 
be an unbelievable energy in Jermo’s body that was running fast!
The strength of this kind of power has exceeded his cognition!



Jeremiah, who was in the dark, didn’t notice any abnormalities. She just heard 
Jermo’s words and knew that Jermo had opened the Niwan Palace, and she was 
relieved.
Although she and Jermo did not deal with each other, after Jarvis died, she had a 
feeling of cold lips and teeth. Now that Jermo opened the Niwan Palace, he can be 
regarded as able to escape!
And Jermo’s expression at this time became more ferocious at an extremely fast 
speed!
It took only a second or two for the Niwan Palace to open, and he felt an 
incomparably hot fire ignited in his brain!
And that group of flames, at the speed of a supernova explosion, rapidly became 
bigger and stronger!
And the pressure on his Niwan Palace is getting bigger and bigger!
It feels like it’s been stuffed into a mountain in his brain!
The excruciating pain was comparable to eighteen levels of purgatory!
Charlie also realized the great danger at this time, she could feel that the violent 
energy in Jermo’s body was so powerful that it was unimaginable!
What happened in just one second made Charlie’s heart sink!
He exclaimed in his heart, “Oops! Who hid such a formation in his body, is this 
going to turn him into a nuclear bomb?!” As
soon as he thought of this, Charlie immediately wanted to escape the danger 
subconsciously!
At this moment, Jermo was tortured by the surging power in his head, and he 
couldn’t bear to live. He twitched and screamed on the ground like crazy, “My…my 
head is going to explode! Lord…it.. it is… poisonous!”
At the same time, Jeremiah also noticed the abnormality, she screamed in shock at 
Jermo’s sudden change, stood up abruptly, and wanted to back away.
As soon as Charlie took a step to escape, he heard a woman screaming ten feet 
away.
He glanced at the woman from the corner of his eye, and his heart was even more 
horrified!
It never occurred to him that there was a woman hidden just ten feet away from 
him and Jermo!



For such a long time, he didn’t notice anything at all!
Charlie subconsciously reflected on himself, how could he be so careless?
At this moment, behind him, there was an earth-shattering loud noise!
Boom!
Jermo’s whole body was like an exploding atomic bomb, which suddenly turned 
into a stormy wave, spreading rapidly and madly toward the surroundings!
Charlie only felt a burst of extremely severe pain hit his whole body quickly, and his 
whole body was instantly blown away by this extremely powerful force!
He only felt that every inch of bones in his body seemed to have been shattered, 
and all internal organs were destroyed!
The great impact brought by the explosion was like being smashed down by a 
hundred-ton boulder falling from the sky!
Charlie knew that he was doomed this time.
In his last consciousness, he was still sighing in his heart, “Parents, your son is not 
filial, and he failed to kill all the enemies.”
“I hope you two spirits in heaven, don’t blame me…”
The next moment, he fell into the endless darkness and completely lost all 
consciousness!
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